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The ultimate hotel marketplace
With Amadeus Hotels, we’ve taken the complexity
out of booking hotels by providing the content
and the technology to meet the needs of today’s
travellers and help build a profitable hotels business
for travel professionals.

Amadeus Hotels is the ultimate hotel
marketplace. It empowers travel
sellers by providing access to a world
of properties and room options from
one integrated shopping window. This
ensures you can compare and find the
best rate for the right hotel, fast. Our
solution is tailored to reflect different
business models to manage content
in real-time at different points-of-sale.
You can reflect a commission-based
model, a service charge, a net-rate/
mark-up model or negotiated rates,
depending on the booker. This ensures
that you sell and find hotel content
more efficiently.
--Clearly displayed hotel options
through one single shopping window
allows you to make better decisions
more efficiently.
--More relevant content, seamlessly
integrated from hotel chains,
representation companies,
independent hotels and leading
aggregators.
--Quick and easy comparison shopping
for the best offer utilising our latest
mapping technology and intelligent
search engine.

One location. More content.
We set ourselves one simple challenge; to ensure
you find the hotel content you need through one
single shopping window. From a luxurious riad in
Marrakech to a boutique business hotel in Manhattan,
Amadeus Hotels will inspire each and every search
with a deeply integrated database of properties at
the best available rates.
--Instantly find the right choice of integrated hotel
content from 421,000 unique properties and
1.4 million room shopping options.
--Shop and compare offers directly from major chains,
properties and providers like Destinations of the
World, HRS, TravelCube, The Hotel Network and
The Lido Group.
--Access pre-paid, post-paid, public, promotional,
negotiated, private, children, half-board and fullboard rates upfront.

Great rates. Great commission.

One search. Endless opportunities.

We’ve made it easier to find the best available rates
while maximising your revenue. Find the best deal
by comparing like-for-like on one screen and select
the option that best suits your traveller and brings
you higher margins. We’ll help you earn and collect
your commissions with flexible payment methods
and customer service enhancers allowing for easy
identification of highest commission sales.

Say hello to what a one-stop shop should look like.
Our smart, single screen interface guides you through
the booking flow to find, compare, save and forward
hotel information. We’ve eliminated complexity, so
finding what you need is simple and quick, minimising
training costs and driving profitability.

--Improve cash-flow, deliver higher margins and
drive profitability on every hotel sale.
--Superior comparison-shopping – the best price
indicator and integrated email comparison feature
allows you to email your customers a shortlist
in seconds.
--Access to pre-paid rates for upfront commission
and post-paid rates with commission guarantees.

--Incomparable functionality – bringing the most
competitive deals to the forefront.
--Enhanced search filters – delivering results in
two seconds with no codes required.
--Higher customer engagement – securely
store customer and agency profiles and email
comparison offers.
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Once booked. Job done.
Once you’ve made the booking, your job is done.
The seamless integration of all GDS and non-GDS
hotel content into our front office system ensures that
all bookings are actively recognised across all your
downstream systems. Importantly, full active PNR
integration allows you to manage bookings anytime,
from anywhere, across multiple points-of-sale.

Better.

--Superior process efficiency and traveller service –
guaranteed full active integration of hotel booking data.
--Touchless transfer of information – making invoicing and
reconciliation, reporting to clients and the management
of supplier contracts even more efficient.
--Full data integrity – booking information is passed in
real-time with complete visibility on value adds, allowing
you to optimise your supplier contracts.

Non-GDS hotel is represented as an active (not passive)
segment in the PNR.

For the ultimate hotels marketplace,
your solution is Amadeus Hotels.
To find out more contact your Amadeus account
manager or visit apac.amadeus.com/hotels

